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Abstract 

ModelicaML is a UML/Modelica profile to support model-driven development of combined 

software/hardware UML/Modelica models. In order to support the development and maintenance 

of large ModelicaML models this thesis work has developed advanced enhancements to the 

ModelicaML profile, to enable users to more conveniently edit textual parts, i.e., action code, of 

ModelicaML models. This approach covers many of the concepts present in advanced language 

editors, i.e., code completion, error markers, as well as indentation and code template user 

support for developing and maintaining complex models. In large and complex models it is hard to 

remember all the parameters and values given in textual parts of UML diagrams. It is also very 

difficult to remember the complete set of components of a ModelicaML model. The ModelicaML 

enhancements developed in this work now supports features to facilitate advanced usage by 

showing all the components in just one key press. Two levels of Error Marker support have been 

developed to help user to find errors anywhere in a model without knowing the details. Moreover, 

ModelicaML has been extended with features like Modelica syntax highlighting and code 

completion. Furthermore, this work included upgrading and porting ModelicaML to run on the new 

Papyrus [13] on the new Eclipse versions. For example, by using the new features introduced in 

ModelicaML in this work the users do not have to remember all the variables from used base 

classes and derived classes. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

This chapter includes an introduction to the Modelica language and the ModelicaML as well 

as an overview of the older version of ModelicaML. Furthermore, the application uses of 

ModelicaML are discussed and how these were expressed as requirements for this thesis 

work and the connection to a Modelica user. During the analysis phase different approaches 

have been applied to achieve these goals. A brief description of these approaches is 

described in this chapter. 
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1.1 Modelica 

Modelica is freely available, object-oriented language for modeling large, complex, and heterogeneous physical 

systems. It is suited for multi-domain modeling, for example, mechartonic models in robotics,  automotive and 

aerospace applications (involving mechanical, electrical, hydraulic and control subsystems), or process oriented 

applications and generation, and distribution of electric power. Modelica is designed such that it can be utilized 

in a similar ways as an engineer builds a real system: First trying to find standard components like motors, 

pumps and valves from manufacturer’s catalogues with appropriate specifications and interfaces and only if 

there does not exist a particular subsystem, a component model would be newly constructed based on 

standardized interfaces. 

Models in Modelica can be mathematically described by differential, algebraic and discrete equations. 

Modelica language and tools support acausal modeling, which means that the order of left hand side and right 

hand side in equations doesn’t matter Modelica is designed such that available, specialized algorithms can be 

utilized to enable efficient handling of large models having more than hundred thousand equations. Modelica is 

suited (and used) for hardware-in-the-loop simulations for embedded control systems as well. [1] 

1.2 ModelicaML 

The Modelica Modeling Language (ModelicaML) UML Modelica Profile is a graphical modeling language and 

profile for the description of the time- continuous and discrete-time/event-based system dynamics. ModelicaML 

is defined as an extended subset of the OMG Unified modeling Language (UML). The subset enables the 

generation of executable Modelica code Error! Reference source not found.. 

 

 
Figure 1-1: ModelicaML Concepts 

In Fig 1-1 an overview of ModelicaML is shown, where a system is modelled using a ModelicaML and 
Papyrus. The Modelica code is then generated from the ModelicaML model which can be simulated on any 
Modelica simulating tool. 
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1.3 Purpose of ModelicaML 

The main purpose of ModelicaML is to enable an efficient and effective way to create, visualize and maintain 

combined UML and Modelica models. ModelicaML is defined as graphical notation that facilitates different 

views (e.g., composition, inheritance, behavior) on system models. It is based on a subset of UML and reuses 

some concepts from SysML. ModelicaML is designed to generate Modelica code from graphical models. Since 

the ModelicaML profile is an extension of the UML meta-model it can be used as an extension for both UML and 

SysML 

UML/SysML provides the modeler with powerful descriptive constructs at the expense of sometimes loosely 

defined semantics that are marked as “semantic variation points” in the UML/SysML specifications. The 

intention in ModelicaML is to provide the modeler with powerful executable constructs and precise execution 

semantics that are based on the Modelica language. Therefore, ModelicaML uses a subset of UML, extends the 

UML meta-model (using the UML profiling mechanism) with new constructs in order to introduce missing 

Modelica concepts, and reuses some concepts from SysML. However, like UML and SysML, ModelicaML is 

mainly used as a graphical notation. ModelicaML models are eventually translated into Modelica code. Hence, 

the ModelicaML execution semantics are defined by the Modelica language and ultimately by a Modelica 

compiler that will translate the generated Modelica code into executable form Error! Reference source not 

found.. 

1.4 Features of the previous ModelicaML 

The ModelicaML prototype is based on the following architecture which is still available with enhancements  

• Papyrus UML is used as a modeling tool. It is extended by ModelicaML profile and customized modeling 

tool features (e.g. dedicated toolbars, diagram selection, etc.). 

• A ModelicaML model can be validated in order to check constraints and possible inconsistencies by 

using a valuator plug-in which informs the modeler about inconsistencies or restriction violations. 

• The ModelicaML code generator that generates Modelica code from ModelicaML models is 

implemented using the Acceleo Eclipse plug-in, which follows the MDA approach and the model-to-text 

recommendations of OMG. 

• Finally, Modelica tools such as OpenModelica, Dymola or MathModelica are used to load the generated 

Modelica Code and simulate it Error! Reference source not found.. 

 
Figure 1-2 ModelicaML Prototype Architecture 

Fig 1-2 explains ModelicaML prototype architecture which involves code generation using Acceleo for model to-

text transformation of code and Modelica code file generation which can be used on any Modelica simulation 

tool for visualization.  
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1.5 Aims 

The old ModelicaML does not support advanced features like Modelica syntax highlighting and code completion. 

Furthermore it is not compatible with the new Papyrus [11] on new Eclipse versions. There was a need to rebuild 

features of ModelicaML to meet new challenges like code completion and code highlighting. With new features 

introduced in ModelicaML users don’t have to remember all the variables from the base classes and derived 

classes.  

The main purpose of this thesis was to enhance ModelicaML with three levels of support 

• Syntax highlighting 

• Code completion 

• Code completion including redeclaration  

1.6  Design Phase 

To achieve all these goals there was a need to learn about Modeling, The Modelica language, ModelicaML, UML, 

and ModelicaML modeling environment for which the previous version of ModelicaML was used to learn how 

the modeling works using ModelicaML.  

Further there was a need to have temporary resources for editors so that they can be used to store data on 

them and latter save them in required models, for this purpose mainly. The Implementation of different editors 

such as MDT Error! Reference source not found. was closely observed by looking at their code. It was important 

to learn how editors can be instantiated with different behaviour of UML and show dialogs or tabs in editor or 

add new code. During that period it was decided to reuse already existing components but later on this decision 

was modified. 

1.7  Different Approaches listed 

o To achieve all these goals in section 1.5 I’ve studied  different concepts  

• Very first approach was to reuse MDT as it already communicates with the compiler. The idea was to 

Modify existing MDT code and adapt it to ModelicaML. 

• The second approach was to implement all the features from scratch which indeed was a very time 

consuming solution. This would require the development of a new editor with a lexer and parser.  

• The third idea was to use the framework XText [8] to achieve these goals. 

• We decided to mainly to use XText and configure it for ModelicaML. 

o There were the three following concepts to implement in XText 

• An Editor inside the property section should open upon clicking the edit button input dialog and it 

should provide code highlighting and code completion 

• A Full Editor like MDT which would only provide code highlighting and code completion 

• An Editor inside property Section providing code highlighting and code completion. 

o From all of these approaches we are using the following 

• An Editor inside property section should open upon clicking the edit button input dialog and it should 

provide code highlighting and code completion 

• An Editor inside property Section providing code highlighting and code completion. 

1.8 Summary 

This chapter introduces the main concepts of Modelica Language. ModelicaML concepts with some 

block diagrams about the purpose of the thesis and the different approaches used to achieve our goals. 
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Chapter 2  Requirements 

This chapter includes the different goals to achieve starting from very basic requirement of 

code highlighting to code completion and integration of ModelicaML with Papyrus. It also 

defines the different action code fields which are used to edit the model code. The 

requirements of the project are based on Modelica version3.2.  
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2.1 Modelica 3.2 Concrete Syntax 

One of the main requirements of this thesis was that the Modelica action code editor should be based on the 

Modelica version 3.2Error! Reference source not found.. This means that the supported action code shall follow 

the latest syntax of Modelica for now the current version of Modelica which is 3.2. This version Modelica 

provides better support for object libraries, access control to protect intellectual property, functions as formal 

inputs to functions etc and was released in March, 2010.  

 

2.2 Modelica Macros 

Another important requirement was that the Modelica action code editor should support macros, used as 

transition guard definitions or inside the bodies of entry/do/exit state-actions or transition effects.  

The macros inside transition guards are as following: 
• AFTER-Macro is used for state transitions. It means that a state is entered and if the local state time 

exceeds the given number then this part of the transition-guard will be true. The syntax of this macro is 

AFTER (UNSIGNED_NUMBERS OR component_reference). 

• SIGNAL Macro is used to react on the change of referenced signal. Its syntax is SIGNAL 

(component_reference). 

• CHANGE Marco has the same meaning as the Modelica change( ) function. Its syntax is CHANGE 

(component_reference). 

• BEFORE Macro is used for state transitions which means that if a state is entered and the local state time 

precedes the given number then this part of the transition-guard will be true. The syntax of this macro is 

BEFORE (UNSIGNED_NUMBERS OR component_reference) 

• EVENT Macro The syntax for this macro is EVENT (component_reference) 

The macros related to action bodies are as following: 

• GEN_SIGNAL Macro is used to generate an occurrence of the referenced signal. Its syntax is GEN_SIGNAL 

(component_reference). 

• GEN_CHANGE Macro- this macro is used to negate a Boolean variable. It syntax is GEN_CHANGE 

(component_reference) 

• GEN_INC Macro- The syntax of this macro is GEN_INC (component_reference) 

2.3 Integration into the Eclipse MDT Papyrus 

Papyrus is an open source component of the Model Development Tools (MDT) [7] subproject to provide an 

integrated environment for editing UML and SysML Models. This tool offers support for UML and SysML 

profiling mechanisms. ModelicaML, a UML Profile for Modelica, which enables an integrated modeling and 

simulation of system requirements and design (for systems including hardware and software) this approach 

combines the power of the OMG UML/ SysML standardized graphical notation for system and software 

modeling, and the modeling and simulation power of Modelica. It facilitates the creation of executable system-

specifications and analysis models that can simulate time-discrete and time- continuous system behavior.  

The requirement was to integrate ModelicaML with the newer version of Papyrus also called MDT Papyrus. 

As Papyrus supports UML and SysML profiling mechanisms it easily integrates ModelicaML and provides 

modeling support for it. 

2.4 Modelica Action Code Editor Support for Textual parts 

ModelicaML action code editors should also support editing of the textual parts of ModelicaML models, 

introduce in more below. In the following section the requirement of Modelica action code editor fields will also 

be explained and UML element in particular. 
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2.4.1 UML OpaqueBehaviour 

A behavior with implementation-specific semantics, it supports UML body and language and the following editor 

fields should open while editing the OpaqueBehaviour: 

• Algorithm section editor with extension modelicamlalgorithmsection. 

• Equation section editor with extension modelicamlequationsection. 

2.4.2 UML OpaqueAction 

A behavior with implementation-specific semantics, supporting body, language, input and output value this UML 

behavior should have editing support for following editors: 

• Algorithm section editor with extension modelicamlalgorithmsection 

• Equation section editor with extension modelicamlequationsection 

2.4.3 UML FunctionBehavior 

A function behavior is an opaque behavior that does not access or modify any objects or other external data. 

Following editor fields should open for editing FunctionBehavior: 

• Algorithm section editor with extension modelicamlalgorithmsection 

2.4.4 UML Property 

A property is a structural feature of a classifier that characterizes instances of the classifier. A property related 

by owned Attribute to a classifier (other than an association) represents an attribute and might also represent 

an association end. It relates an instance of the class to a value or set of values of the type of the attribute. 

Following editor fields should open for editing UML Property: 

• Modification section with extension modelicamlmodificationsection 

• ArraySubscript section editor with extension modelicamlarraysubscriptsection 

• Declaration section editor with extension modelicamldecrationsection 

• Conditional expression editor with extension modelicamlconditionalexpression 

2.4.5 UML Generalization 

A generalization is a taxonomic relationship between a more general classifier and a specific classifier. Each 

instance of the specific classifier is also an indirect instance of the general classifier. Thus, the specific classifier 

inherits the features of the more general classifier. A generalization relates a specific classifier to a more general 

classifier, and is owned by the specific classifier. Following editor should open for editing UML Generalization: 

• Modification section editor with extension modelicamlmodificationsection 

2.4.6 UML Pseudostate  

A pseudostate is an abstraction that encompasses different types of transient vertices in the state machine 

graph. It supports kind, statemachine and state. The following editor field should open while editing UML 

Pseudostate 

• State transition section guard editor with extension modelicastatetransitionguard 

2.5 Code Highlighting and Code Completion 

The Modelica action code editor shall support syntax highlighting and code completion including inherited 

attributes, redeclaration and modifications. The code completion feature shall dynamically propose a list of 

available variables for instances of composite types and their variables that can be accessed using dot-notation. 

It will be necessary to provide the editor with the context (i.e., class variables, including inherited variables, that 

can be used) in order to enable parsing and initial code completion. The context is to be deduced from the 
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ModelicaML model. Redeclaration and modifications will be rather difficult to handle because these are also 

stored as text that first will need to be parsed and structured. Handling of redeclaration and modifications could 

be an option for this master thesis redeclaration and modification are handled by making small changes to the 

grammar of Modelica language. 

2.6 Modelica Action Code Editor Error Marker Support 

Modelica Action code editor shall mark model elements in the model browser when there are errors in the 

parsed action code. The error markers support should follow the concept of EMF makers. 
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Chapter 3 How does it work? 

This chapter includes a working example of ModelicaML using eclipse MDT Papyrus showing 

how syntax highlighting, code completion, code validation and markers both in diagrams 

and in code, work. It also includes a section showing model validation and simulation which 

is beyond the scope of this thesis but is included to show the purpose of ModelicaML. 
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3.1 ModelicaML Papyrus MDT GUI           

ModelicaML plug-inss are implemented as an extension of Papyrus UML; also working with the integration of 

Papyrus UML for the latest version of ModelicaML it contains customizations for the graphical parts. It means 

that the graphical parts from Papyrus UML are used in ModelicaML after customizing them. We can explain the 

new ModelicaML GUI with the help of a diagram as follows: 
 

 
Figure 3-1 ModelicaML Overview/GUI 

Fig 3-1 Different Parts of ModelicaML new user interface 
 

Step 1: Model Browser of ModelicaML, containing a Model element list, it is possible now to drag and drop    

elements 

Step 2: Properties view which shows properties of selected elements including the specific editor for the 

selected element in which the user can edit/ add new code for a particular behavior  

Step 3:  Diagram editor for different UML diagrams like class diagram, State machine diagram etc. 

Step 4: ModelicaML code generation and code validation button 

Step 5: Customized palette (different for each diagram) 

Step 6: New component tree view shows hierarchy of selected class 

1 

5 

2 

3 

4 

6 
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3.2 Adding and Editing Modelica Code     

To be able to edit or add code, new projects should be created in following way, which will lead to different tabs 

for adding new Modelica code. 

Step 1: Open Eclipse switch the workbench and change prospective to Papyrus as show in the diagram. 

 
Figure 3-2 Changing Eclipse prospective to Papyrus 

Step 2: Create a new papyrus project in this case a class diagram example named 

modelica.example.classdiagram 

 

 
Figure 3-3: Creating New Papyrus Project 
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Step 3: Name new papyrus project in this case a class diagram example named modelica.example.classdiagram 

 
Figure 3-4: Naming New Papyrus Project 

Step 4: Click next and select UML to create a UML class diagram 

 
Figure 3-5 Selecting UML to Create a UML class diagram 
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Step 5: Click next and select UML class diagram 

 

 
Figure 3-6: Selecting UML Class Diagram 

Step 6: Click finish to end the wizard, you will have a work space containing a diagram file, UML file, a Papyrus 

diagram editor 

 
Figure 3-7: Workspace containing files and diagram editor 

Diagram Editor 

UML Model file 

Diagram file 
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Step 7: Creating a ModelicaML project, switch to Papyrus model explorer in the model browser. The top level 

element is by default Model and Model is a Modelica key word so it needs to be changed. 
 

 
Figure 3-8: Renaming the top level element model name it 

 
Step 8: Applying ModelicaML profile by going into properties 

 

 
Figure 3-9: Selecting ModelicaML UML Profile 
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Step 9: Choosing ModelicaML profile  

 
Figure 3-10: Choose a Profile to apply 

Step 10: Configuring model explorer by applying ModelicaML customization  

 

 
Figure 3-11: ModelicaML customization 
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Step 11: Creating packages and classes to structure the model from ModelicaML menus 

 

 
Figure 3-12: Creating Model Structure 

Step 12: Creating class components and setting components properties including variable types, causalities and 

variability and functional arguments 

 
Figure 3-13: Creating Class components and functional arguments and setting them 
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Step 11: At last we are able to create a UML class diagram. All the elements from model browser can be dragged 

and dropped in diagram editor and can be used. 

 

 
Figure 3-14: Creating UML Class Diagram 

After completing all the above steps, the tabs will have facility of code completion for all the parent 

classes and sub classes, code highlighting and code validation with markers on model elements. 

3.2.1 Syntax Highlighting 

The syntax highlighting is supported according to Modelica specifications 3.2Error! Reference source not found., 

the syntax is highlighted in brown color the components have icons to get visual idea of the different 

components in the classes. The key words like if, else if, when, while, for, loop are available according to 

Modelica concrete syntax single line comments and multi line comments are provided in green, Following are a 

few snippets from modelica.example.classdiagram. 

 

 
Figure 3-15: Syntax highlighting snippet from ModelicaML example Algorithm tab 
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Figure 3-16: Syntax highlighting snippet from ModelicaML example Equation tab 

 
Figure 3-17: Syntax highlighting snippet and comments ModelicaML example Equation tab 

3.2.2 Code Completion 

On the basis of the classes in the ModelicaML model present in a model, on pressing Crl+ space ModelicaML 

tabs gives code completion. The code completion is also based on Modelica Concrete syntax according to 

Modelica specification 3.2. The list of proposals contains dot path of the component class. In pervious versions 

of ModelicaML when working on a complete model one had to remember to which class the component 

belongs to. In the new version all the component list is provided with dot path so the users don’t have to 

remember much about the components. The editor tabs will appear after creating a particular behavior e.g. on 

creating algorithm, Algorithm tab will appear with its own syntax, completion proposals and key words. 

Following are a few code completion proposals snippets from ModelicaML model example with few steps 

Step 1: Creating a behaviour e.g. an equation 

 

 
Figure 3-18: Creating UML behavior using ModelicaML menu 
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Step 2: Renaming Element according to use e.g. Eq: Set Out Going Flow Level 

 

 
Figure 3-19: Renaming element according to its use 

Step 3: Pressing Crl + Space to activate code completion 

 

 
Figure 3-20: EquationCode (Opaque Behaviour) Activating Code Completing Proposals 

In Figure 3-15 for EquationCode Opaque Behaviour a tab with editor is opened and after pressing Crl +space key 

a complete list of proposals are shown to select component including keywords. If we go in detail top 

component is ‘classdiagram’ its first package is Design and sub package of Design is Library and Library has a 
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component named limitValue. The whole path is shown in the form of dot path e.g. 

classdiagram.Design.Library.limitvalue. Another example that can be shown for qOut is a connector property 

which is of type LiquidFlow class and has a component iflow. The dot path for the hierarchy is qOut.iflow, qOut 

in fact accessing the component through its super class LiquidFlow. This way a user doesn’t have to remember 

which components are inherited from which class or component. The code completion proposal also gives 

Modelica key words as a proposal so that users doesn’t have to type them e.g. if, connect etc. 

The code completion proposals are according to specific tabs containing specific behavior e.g. the figure 3-20 

shows a code completion proposal for a function behavior which contains code for Algorithm, code completion 

gives code completion proposals according to syntax of Algorithm according to Modelica specifications 3.2.  

 

 
Figure 3-21: Function (Opaque Behaviour) Activating Code Specific Code Completion proposal 

 
Figure 3-21 represents code completion proposals for specific UML behaviour in above case it is shown for 

function. In above case a simple example can be take for algorithm that for an algorithm an expression is 

assigned a value with  “:=” operator and code completion is not proposing any other operator for it. 

     The code can be completed using these proposals then on pressing Crl + S the code is saved. In above case 

the code is save inside UML Opaque action body. It can be shown in following figures. 

 
Figure 3-22: Code for Algorithm Section for Function Behaviour 

Selected Element 

Specific proposals 

Specific Behaviour 
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Figure 3-23: Code for Algorithm Section is saved inside Body of UML 

3.2.3 Code Templates 

Latest ModelicaML also supports code templates. These Code templates are similar to different modern 

languages like Java, C++ editors. This feature of ModelicaML makes it more powerful then ever before. The 

Following figure shows a code template used in ModelicaML code completion proposals. The templates works 

according to the context of the grammar i.e. they are only visible when they are required in the code 

completion. Code Templates are an easy way to have code completion. 

 

 
Figure 3-24: Code completion templates proposal for ModelicaML 

 
Figure 3-25: Sample Code Completion templates proposal for ModelicaML 

3.2.4 Macros 

The new macros, introduced in Chapter 2, are now supported in ModelicaML, these macros e.g. GEN_CHANGE, 

GEN_SIGNAL etc. are also included in ModelicaML action code completion proposals to assist users. 

 

 
Figure 3-26: ModelicaML specific macros use and code completion proposals 
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3.2.5 Code Validation and Markers 

ModelicaML is now supported with code validation and markers. There are two levels of support for 

ModelicaML markers and validation. The code markers are not only generated in code tabs but also on 

particular model element where error is occurs. 

 
Figure 3-27: ModelicaML Error Marker Support for Model elements and code tabs 

ModelicaML also supports error markers for the missing ModelicaML components in the model e.g. if a 

component is not inherited or it is not a member of the class then the ModelicaML error Marker support will 

generate an error marker for that component which can be seen in following figure 3-28 

 
Figure 3-28: ModelicaML Error Marker Support for Component Reference 

3.3 Summary                              

This chapter contains the different steps for using ModelicaML code completion, error markers and 

code validation criteria. Later on this code is generated to have a version of Modelica which can be 

used on any Modelica simulation tool to visualize the model. 

Error Markers on Model Elements 
including super and sub class 
components 

Error Markers for incomplete syntax 
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Chapter 4 ModelicaML Tabs and Dialog Boxes 

This Chapter introduces GUI (Graphical User Interface) of ModelicaML used for code editing. 

Describes how dialogs and tabs for code completing and code highlighting look like. It will 

also include some snaps from ModelicaML showing the Graphical User Interface. 
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4.1 Equations 

Modelica is primarily an equation-based language in contrast to ordinary programming languages, where 

assignment statements proliferate. Equations are more flexible than assignments since they do not prescribe a 

certain data flow direction or execution order. This is the key to physical modelling capabilities and increased 

reuse potential of Modelica classes. Error! Reference source not found. 

In Modelica equations provide the following features: 

• Assignment statements in conventional languages are usually represented as equations in Modelica. 

• Attribute assignments are represented as equations 

• Connections between objects generate equations. Error! Reference source not found. 

 

In ModelicaML this powerful feature of Modelica is used by providing a tab for inserting code for Modelica 

equations. The Equation code Tab can be used to insert equation code. This tab appears on a behavior call 

equation code. This process can be show with the help of following diagram. 

 

 
Figure 4-1: ModelicaML equation Tab appearance and use 

 

The blue circles show the steps and blue triangles show selected areas. The detail of steps is as following: 

Step 1: Right click on an element where we can create ModelicaML new elements 

Step 2: Go to ModelicaML new element  

Step 3: Click on Equations, Equation is UML behaviour for ModelicaML equation code  

Step 4: Rename the Equation according to its use 

Step 5: Click on the renamed equation a tab will appear with name Equations 

Step 6: Add code to this tab and save it. 
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4.2 Algorithm                            

In Modelica, algorithm statements can occur only within algorithm sections, starting with the keyword 

algorithm. Algorithm sections may also be called algorithm equations, since an algorithm section can be viewed 

as a group of equations involving one or more variables, and can appear among equation sections Error! 

Reference source not found.. In ModelicaML Algorithm section is handled in a section named Algorithm. This 

section appears for Algorithm and function behaviour of UML element used in ModelicaML. Following diagram 

show how Algorithm section can be used ModelicaML Models. 
 

 
Figure 4-2: ModelicaML Algorithm Tab appearance and use 

The blue circles show steps and blue triangles show selected areas. The steps are: 

Step 1: Right click on an element where we can create ModelicaML new elements 

Step 2: Go to ModelicaML new element  

Step 3: click on Function, Function is UML behaviour for ModelicaML Algorithm code  

Step 4: Rename the Function according to its use 

Step 5: Click on the renamed Function a tab will appear with name Algorithm 

Step 6: Add code to this tab and save it. 
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4.3 Modifications and Array Subscripts Dialog 

In contrast to other languages Modelica provide inheritance and modification through modifiers. There are 

three kinds of constructs in the Modelica language 

• Variable declaration 

• Short class declaration 

• Extends 

A Modifier modifies one or more declarations from an inherited class by changing some aspects of the inherited 

declarations Error! Reference source not found.. 

ModelicaML supports full modification, for its support ModelicaML has a tab called Modification Tab which 

appears on adding variables, ports, component etc. 

In Modelica there may be optional array subscripts on any of the components; the array subscripts shall be 

parameter expressions. The array subscript applies to the components are specified with array subscripts item 

e.g. "Real X [3];"Error! Reference source not found.. Another tab called Array Subscripts which also appears on 

the same selected elements and is used in same way as Modification dialog is used. 

Following diagram show steps for using Modification tab and dialog for code completion for a component in 

a class.  

 

 
Figure 4-3: ModelicaML Modification and Array Subscript Tab appearance and use step 1 
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Figure 4-4: ModelicaML Modification and Array Subscript Tab appearance and use step 2 

4.4 Declaration and Cond. Expression Tabs 

These tabs are displayed upon clicking on a variable which is a class component for any primitive or non 

primitive Modelica data type. Declaration is used to set the value of variable as show in figure 4-5. Users can 

enter values for variables e.g. in this case k=10. For conditional expressions the Modelica language supports if 

and then conditions with the ‘and’ operator and the ‘or’ operator. This feature of Modelica language is 

supported by ModelicaML by providing a tab called Cond. Expression. Both of these tabs appear for ModelicaML 

variables on click on the tabs editors appear in which in declaration tab use can set there value after ‘=’ or ‘:=’ 

operator and in Cond. The Expression tab user can set values after the ‘if’ key word.  
 

 

 
Figure 4-5: ModelicaML Declaration and Cond. Expression Tabs appearance and use 
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4.5 Guard Code                           

This tab is for used for state transition guards and appears on selecting the control flow element of state 

diagram. The control flow shows the connection between two states of two transitions. The guard code takes 

simple expressions. The value of ModelicaML element control flow can be set using code completion as 

described in previous sections. The steps for using this tab are described in following diagram.  

 

 
Figure 4-6: ModelicaML Guard Code Tab appearance and use 
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4.6 Entry Code, Do Code and Exit Code  

These code tabs are also appear in the State diagram. Their syntax is same as that of algorithm. On clicking them 

an opaque action is created automatically and if no code is entered in the tabs the opaque action is 

automatically deleted. The steps for its appearance are described in the Fig 4-7. 

 

 
Figure 4-7: ModelicaML Entry Code, Do Code, Exit code Tabs appearance and use 

4.7 Summary                               

In this chapter we have seen all the dialogs and tabs used in different diagrams were illustrated and 

how they appear on a particular behaviour. Including some diagrams which show steps to create the 

behaviours, elements or components, then on clicking on them tabs are shown in which user can edit 

or add there code using code completions provided by ModelicaML.  
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Chapter 5 Tools and Technologies 

This chapter includes a short introduction to the tools and technologies used and to how 

they are used in this project.  
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5.1 Eclipse IDE                           

For development of the ModelicaML action code support the first and most important tool called Eclipse is used 

with version 3.6 Helios. The Eclipse platform is structured as subsystems which are implemented in one or more 

plug-ins. The subsystems are built on top of a small runtime engine [3].  Before going into details one must know 

that an Eclipse is structured as a collection of plug-ins, where each plug-in has a particular functionality. These 

plug-ins are installed on the local computer, and gets activated automatically on loading Eclipse IDE. 

5.1.1 How eclipse is used?  

Eclipse is used throughout the development of ModelicaML as a programming platform. As stated earlier Eclipse 

is a collection of plug-ins and ModelicaML in this context is such a plug-in with some functionality installed in the 

Eclipse local directory and loaded automatically. For development eclipse Helios 3.6 Eclipse Modelling Tools 

(includes incubating components) is used and java language is used for development. This Eclipse version is used 

for modelling tools e.g. Papyrus [11], Graphical Modelling Framework Tooling [5] and Acceleo [13], MoDisco [14] 

etc. 

5.2  Java Language         

Java is an object oriented language used as powerful language tool for many development IDEs e.g. Eclipse, 

NetBeans etc. In Eclipse Java is used for its plug-in development which on deployment is used with Eclipse as 

part of it. 

5.2.1 How Java is used 

ModelicaML is developed using Java as a programming language from the Graphical User Interface to core 

functionalities. Eclipse provides complete building and running environment to java which helps to develop 

ModelicaML in a better way. 

 

5.3 Plug-in Development Environment 

 

Plug-in Development Environment (PDE) Provides tools to create, develop, test, debug and deploy Eclipse plug-

ins, fragments, features, update sites and RCP products. PDE also provides comprehensive OSGi tooling. There 

are three main parts of PDE UI, API Tooling and Build. 

5.3.1 How Plug-in Development works 

PDE is very important part for Java development of Eclipse based plug-ins. A short overview of PDE is given 

below in figure 5-1. 

 

PDE

Plugin

Plugin

Work Bench
 

Work Space
 

Platform Runtime

Plugin

 
Figure 5-1: Overview of Plug-ins Development Environment (PDE) 

Plug-ins are developed using the plug-in development environment in the eclipse IDE environment. Later on 

these Plug-ins become part of Eclipse automatically loaded to perform their functionality. 
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5.3.2 How PDE is used 

ModelicaML is an Eclipse plug-in based tool; all parts of ModelicaML are divided into small plug-ins used for 

different purposes. These plug-ins is all developed, tested and deployed using The Eclipse IDE and PDE 

Environment used by Eclipse. 

5.3.3 Plug-ins in ModelicaML Project 

For fully functional ModelicaML action code there are 30 plug-in which works together to provide support for 

ModelicaML action code. The details of these plug-ins are given in Appendix A. 

5.4 XText 

XText[8] is a language development framework which makes it possible to create an Eclipse based development 

environment with full general support such as error checking, code completion features to a programming 

language developed by the user normally called DSL (Domain-Specific Language)providing editing support from 

Java IDEs in a very short time. 

5.4.1 How XText works 

XText provides a set of domain-specific languages and modern APIs to describe the different aspects of your 

programming language. Based on that information it gives you a full implementation of that language running 

on the JVM. The compiler components of your language are independent of Eclipse or OSGi and can be used in 

any Java environment. They include such things as the parser, the type-safe abstract syntax tree (AST), the 

serializer and code formatter, the scoping framework and the linking, compiler checks and static analysis aka 

validation and last but not least a code generator or interpreter. These runtime components integrate with and 

are based on the Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF), which effectively allows you to use XText together with 

other EMF frameworks like for instance the Graphical Modelling Project GMF [8]. 

5.4.2 How XText used 

The action code support for ModelicaML modelling environment is provided with 9 XText [8] editors covering all 

aspects of textual based code editing of ModelicaML models. The editors are supported with code completion, 

code validation and syntax highlighting with many built-in supports provided by XText it self. 

5.4.3 Grammar 

The Grammar used for the DSL for all the editors was developed using Modelica version 3.2 Error! Reference 

source not found., with very small changes. These changes are ModelicaML specific which doesn’t change the 

syntax of the Modelica language at all, but provide XText editors with some support which is necessary for 

specific editor functionalities. 

5.4.4 Code Completion 

XText generates two content assistance classes, where one is the Abstract class (generated in src-gen folder of ui 

plug-in provided by XText and sub-class in src folder of UI). These two classes are configured to provide content 

assistance for code completion proposals.The XText content assistant also provide proposals for DSL’s keywords. 

For ModelicaML content assistant classes are configured using a separate plug-in which provides components 

used in ModelicaML models, based on super and subclasses in model it gives list of proposals containing dot 

paths. Later on this implementation is configured with XText to provide complete support for code completion. 

This configuration is configured in XText classes used by default for content assistance and code completion. 
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5.4.5 Code Validation 

Static analysis or validation is one of the most interesting aspects when developing a programming language. 

The users of a language will be grateful if they get informative feedback as they type [9]. For validation in 

ModelicaML there is a separate implementation of for validations support. This code validation is based on dot 

path provided by a separate class for content assistant. This validation support is then configured with XText 

class for code validation. The validation supports two levels of error marker generations, one on the editor and 

another on the model. 

5.4.6 Syntax highlighting 

Besides the already mentioned advanced features like content assistance and code formatting the powerful 

editor for DSL is capable to mark up model-code, thus improving the overall readability. It is possible to use 

different colors and fonts according to the meaning of the different parts of your input file. One may want to use 

some different colors for large blocks of comments while identifiers, keywords and strings should be colored 

differently to make it easier to distinguish between them. This kind of text decorating markers does not 

influence the semantics of the various sections but helps to understand the meaning and to find errors in the 

source code [10]. 

The highlighting is done in two stages. This allows for sophisticated algorithms that are executed 

asynchronously to provide advanced coloring while simple pattern matching may be used to highlight parts of 

the text instantaneously. The latter is called lexical highlighting while the first is based on the meaning of your 

different model elements and therefore called semantic highlighting [12]. 

For ModelicaML code highlighting is based on Modelica version 3.2 Error! Reference source not found.. All 

the keywords used are from the concrete syntax of the Modelica language. The syntax highlighting can be 

changed by using preferences but the default color used for keyword is brown and for multi and single line 

comments it is green. 

5.4.7 Code Templates 

XText-based editors automatically support code templates. ModelicaML editors are supported with templates 

these templates are context specific which means that they appear only when they are required to use. All the 

editors are supported with this feature for loops, conditional statements and some Modelica Specific statements 

etc. 

5.5 XML 

Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a set of rules for documents in machine readable form. Its specifications 

are defined in XML 1.0 and originally developed by W3C and some other related specifications. 

 

5.5.1 How it is used 

Plug-ins Development contains a manifest editor which supports XML files. This editor contains setting for 

editors GUI e.g. handlers, extensions, extension points etc. all of these settings are developed using XML, as 

ModelicaML is also a collection of Plug-inss so its configuration is also based on XML code. The configuration file 

is automatically generated by PDE and is used for various functionalities to be added in plug-ins. ModelicaML 

Code Templates are also developed using XML. 

5.6 Papyrus 

Papyrus is aiming to provide an integrated and user-consumable environment for editing any kind of EMF model 

and particularly supporting UML and related modeling languages such as SysML and MARTE. Papyrus provides 

diagram editors for EMF-based modeling languages amongst them UML 2 and SysML and the glue required for 

integrating these editors (GMF-based or not) with other MBD and MDSD tools. [11] 

Papyrus also offers a very advanced support of UML profiles that enables users to define editors for DSLs 

based on the UML 2 standard. The main feature of Papyrus regarding this latter point is a set of very powerful 
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customization mechanisms which can be leveraged to create user-defined Papyrus perspectives and give it the 

same look and feel as a "pure" DSL editor [11]. 

5.6.1 Integration with ModelicaML 

Papyrus is used as modeling tool for various modeling features e.g. making class diagrams, state transition 

diagrams and activity diagrams for real time models. ModelicaML extends Papyrus, use its customized tool 

features for ModelicaML models. Newer version of ModelicaML is supported with new action code features 

which are used for these models to edit/add codes to different textual parts. 

5.7 Summary 

ModelicaML is featured with many new capabilities which were never before in previous versions of 

ModelicaML, The new technologies like XText, PDE enhance the functionalities of newer version of ModelicaML. 

ModelicaML contains support of all these technologies and tools. The chapter contains introductions to these 

tools and how they are used in ModelicaML. 
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Chapter 6  Design and Implementation 

This chapter includes the integration of Eclipse, XText, ModelicaML and Papyrus for code 

highlighting, code completion and validation using block diagrams. It will also include some 

sections, showing how the improvements compared to the previous version of ModelicaML. 

It will also include some code snippets showing the purpose and working mechanism of 

implementation. 
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6.1 ModelicaML Older Version and Newer Version Comparison 

ModelicaML 2.0 is a newer version of ModelicaML with Action Code support. In the older versions it was not 

implemented. In the previous version of ModelicaML the users were assisted by simple Text widgets in which 

they could write code without any code completion and code syntax highlighting, they also had to remember 

which variable or component is inherited from which class. But in the newer version there is a full complete 

Action Code support. The Code completion dot paths show hierarchy which makes it easier to indentify which 

component belong to which class. Even dialogs are completely supported with code completion, code 

highlighting and validation. 

6.2 Design Overview of ModelicaML 

ModelicaML Action Code support works with help of many plug-ins that work together to support all the 

features in the ModelicaML Models. Following is the brief overview and their collaboration with each other for 

action code support. 

 
Figure 6-1: ModelicaML Design Overview 
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6.3 ModelicaML Common Feature Plug-ins 

It is the first Plug-ins which supports Code Validation, Code Completion and icon support called ModelicaML 

Common Plug-ins. This Plug-ins supports all the editors in ModelicaML. 

6.3.1 Code Completion Support 

Code Completion support provided by this Plug-ins through a class called ModelicaMLContentAssist, this class 

contains a static list of all the component references, ports, variables etc present in ModelicaML Model. This 

class contains two functions and each which one of them gives complete list of component reference as shown 

below: 

 
public static List<String> getComponentReferenceSortedList(){ 

  List<String> sortedList = new ArrayList<String>(); 
  // add only the list for code completion  
  sortedList.addAll( componentReferenceList); 
  Collections. sort(sortedList, String. CASE_INSENSITIVE_ORDER); 
  return sortedList ; 

 } 
 

Another List is used for Modified Component reference which doesn’t show a complete list. This function is 

implemented as following 
 

public static List<String> getFullModifiedComponentReferenceSort edList(){ 
  List<String> sortedList = new ArrayList<String>(); 
  if ( propertyName != null) { // collect references  
  for (String reference : componentReferenceList) { 
  if (reference.startsWith( propertyName)) { 
  if (! statesList.contains(reference)) { 
  sortedList.add(reference.replaceFirst( propertyName + "." , "" )); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   // collect the predefined properties  
  for (String reference : predefinedVariablePropertiesList) { 
  if (reference.startsWith( propertyName)) { 
  sortedList.add(reference.replaceFirst( propertyName + "." , "" )); 
    } 
   } 
  Collections. sort(sortedList, String. CASE_INSENSITIVE_ORDER); 
  } 
  return sortedList; 
 } 
 
Some more function are implemented for adding functions to classes, parameters to functions, getting variables 

list and getting inherited class components etc. One important function is implemented for adding Modelica 

built-in functions. 

6.3.2 Code Validation Support 

ModelicaMLContentAssist also supports a function for the code validation which contains dot path of 

component references. XText generates an error marker if the component does not belong to a particular class. 

This function gives a complete sorted list of component reference if any reference is missing it invokes XText to 

give an error marker for it. The function is implemented as follows: 
 

public static List<String> getFullComponentReferenceSortedList() { 
  List<String> sortedList = new ArrayList<String>(); 
  // add the list for code completion  
  sortedList.addAll( componentReferenceList); 

// add the rest (predefined properties) in order to  support the        
validation  
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  sortedList.addAll( predefinedVariablePropertiesList); 
  sortedList.addAll( predefinedFunctionsList); 
  sortedList.addAll( predefinedStatePropertiesList); 
  Collections. sort(sortedList, String. CASE_INSENSITIVE_ORDER); 
  return sortedList; 

 } 
 

An automatic error marker generator handler class which supports error marker messages with complete path 

of where it is generated also implemented in this Plug-ins. This class also delete markers if there is no marker on 

the code. A small snippet is shown below how it is implemented. 
 

private static boolean markerExist(String message, Element sourceElement)  { 
marker.getAttribute(IMarker. LOCATION);// for Marker location 
marker.getAttribute(IMarker. MESSAGE); // for Marker messages 

 } 
public static IMarker createMarker(Element elt, String criticali ty, String msg){ 

  IMarker marker = r.createMarker( "" ); 
       marker.setAttribute(IMarker. MESSAGE, msg); 
  Integer crit = null; 
  marker.setAttribute(IMarker. SEVERITY, crit); 
  marker.setAttribute(IMarker. LOCATION,  

System. err.println( "Cannot create a ModelicaML marker with message "  + 
msg + "  for "  + elt.toString()); 

 }  

6.3.3 Code Icon display Support 

ModelicaML Action code contains icon to increase user visibility for different variables, component reference 

this icon support for code completion is also provided by ModelicaMLContentAssist. The function is gives path to 

a particular icon for particular component. It is implemented as following: 

 
public static Image getIcon(String dothPath){ 

  Image image = null; 
  / / see if this dothPath belongs to a port.  
  for (String string : portsList) { 
   if (dothPath.startsWith(string)) { 
    image = IconProvider . getIcon( portIconFileName); 
    return image; 
   } 

  } 
} 

 
The function shows code snippet for icon implementation only for ports, this type of functionality is provided for 

variables, signals etc. 

6.4 XText Common Editor 

XText Common Editor is implemented using configuration from ModelicaML for code validation and code 

completion. XText provides complete framework for a DSL; the DSL in case of ModelicaML is Modelica 3.2. Once 

DSL is defined XText automatically generates tokens. It contains lexers, parsers and lot more configurations for 

complete support of textual editing domain. There are few configurations which are setup in this Plug-ins to be 

inherited in all the other XText Plug-inss used in ModelicaML. 

6.4.1 UML and Ecore Configuration 

 For UML Configuration with UML some dependencies related to UML are added by adding UML model. It helps 

to combine XText defined Grammar with existing UML2 model. For scoping there is need to change work flow to 

know about UML2 and Ecore models here is a code snippet to change work flow. 
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Workflow { 
bean  = StandaloneSetup { 
platformUri  = " ${runtimeProject}/.."  
registerGeneratedEPackage  = "org.eclipse.uml2.uml.UMLPackage"  
registerGeneratedEPackage  = 
"org.eclipse.uml2.codegen.ecore.genmodel.GenModelPa ckage"  
uriMap  = { from ="platform:/plug-ins/org.eclipse.emf.ecore/model/Eco re.ecore"   
to ="platform:/resource/org.openmodelica.modelicaml.edi tor.xtext.modeleditor/model/E
core.ecore" } 
uriMap  = { from ="platform:/plug-ins/org.eclipse.emf.ecore/model/Eco re.genmodel"   
to ="platform:/resource/org.openmodelica.modelicaml.edi tor.xtext.modeleditor/model/E
core.genmodel" } 
}  
fragment  = ecore.EcoreGeneratorFragment { 
referencedGenModels ="platform:/resource/org.openmodelica.modelicaml.edi tor.xtext.mo
deleditor/model/UML.genmodel"  
} 
 
Grammar gain knowledge about UML2 by importing it into Grammar file. 

6.4.2 Common Grammar 

There are some common grammar rules which are used in this Plug-ins which later on inherited in other Plug-

ins. This grammar is according to Modelica 3.2 containing concrete syntax of Modelica language. Some of the 

grammar rules are as following for Modelica Expression. 

 
expression: (Expr=simple_expression)? | conditional _expr; 
 
simple_expression: Log_Exp=logical_expression( ':' 

 S_Logical_expression=logical_expression ( ':' 
 L_Logical_expression=logical_expression)?)?; 

 
There are some terminal rules used for String, comments etc.. they are also defined in this plug-ins because they 
are used in every XText Editor of ModelicaML. 
 

terminal UNSIGNED_NUMBER :  
(( '0' .. '9' )+ '.'  ( '0' .. '9' )* (( 'E' | 'e' ) ( '+' | '-' )? ( '0' .. '9' )+)? ) 
|(( '0' .. '9' )+ ( 'E' | 'e' ) ( '+' | '-' )? ( '0' .. '9' )+) ; 
terminal BOOL_VAL : 
'true'  | 'false' ; 

There are some operators rules, these operators are  used by all of the Editors. 
mul_op_mul  : 
'*' ; 
mul_op_div  : 
'/' ; 
mul_op_dotmul  : 
'.*' ;  

 
The rules also contain some rules which e.g. Modelica conditional statements, for statements, component 

reference etc. A code snippet from these rules is give below: 

 
conditional_expr: 

'if'  ifexpr=expression 
'then'  thenexpr=expression 
( 'elseif'  elseifexpr+=expression 'then'  trueexpr+=expression)* 
( 'else'  falseexpr=expression);  

6.4.3 Code Completion Configuration 

The common XText Editor is configured with some code completion configuration using Modelica common 

feature Plug-ins. XText automatically generates some classes which are used for validation and code completion. 
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One of those classes is configured to support code completion. These code completion functions are configured 

for component_reference rule and name rule. The code snippet for component_reference rule is give below: 

 
public void complete_component_reference(EObject model, RuleCa ll ruleCall, 
ContentAssistContext context, ICompletionProposalAc ceptor acceptor) 

 { 
super.complete_component_reference(model, ruleCall, cont ext, acceptor); 
List<String> cList = 
ModelicaMLContentAssist. getComponentReferenceSortedList(); 

 for (String string : cList)  
 {String completionString = string; 

String displayString = 
ModelicaMLContentAssist. getDisplayCompletionString(context.getPrefix(), 
completionString); 
ICompletionProposal completionProposal = 
createCompletionProposal(completionString, displayS tring, 
ModelicaMLContentAssist. getIcon(string), context); 

 acceptor.accept(completionProposal); 
 } 
 }  

6.4.4 Code Validation Configuration 

The common XText editor is configured with code validation using ModelicaML common feature Plug-ins. The 

validation is also configured in auto generated validation classes by XText. The functions are also configured 

using component_reference rules and name rules. One of the function is given below for one rule. 

 
@Check //Check is used for validating functions  

 public void checkComponent_reference(component_reference cr)  
 { 

List<String> cList = 
ModelicaMLContentAssist. getFullComponentReferenceSortedList(); 

  String dotPath = cr.getRef(); 
  String ref1DotPath = "" ;  
   
  if (cr.getRef1().size() > 0) { 
   for (String string : cr.getRef1()) { 
    ref1DotPath = ref1DotPath + "."  + string; 
   } 
   dotPath = dotPath + ref1DotPath; 
  } 
  if ( !cList.contains(dotPath) ) { 

error( "component_reference '"  + dotPath + "' cannot be resolved to 
a class component" , ModeleditorPackage. COMPONENT_REFERENCE); 

  } 
 } 

6.5 ModelicaML XText Editors 

ModelicaML contains nine XText Editors. One of them is explained above in detail all of these editors inherited 

all of the properties from common XText editor including common grammar rules, code completion features and 

code validation support. The inheritance of the rules and validation support is provided by a technique called 

Mixins. The list of editors is given below: 
 

• ModelicaML Activity Control Flow guard Expression Editor 

• ModelicaML Algorithm Editor 

• ModelicaML Array Subscript Editor 

• ModelicaML Array Conditional Attribute Editor 

• ModelicaML Declaration Editor 

• ModelicaML Equation Editor 

• ModelicaML Modification Editor 

• ModelicaML State Transition Guard Editor 
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6.5.1 New Grammar Rules  

Some of the ModelicaML XText editors use new rules as well as inherited rules e.g. ModelicaML Algorithm Editor 

use some rules for its statements which are not used in other editors. It simply inherits all the properties from 

common editor. 

6.5.2 Inherited Rules from Common Editor 

ModelicaML XText Editors inherits all the properties from a common editor, this editor is fully configured, using 

a technique called Mixins the configuration in common grammar are used in all of the XText Editors. 

6.5.3 Inherited and new Code Completion configuration 

ModelicaML common XText Editor is configured with code completion, this code completion support is also 

inherited to all editors. For some rules code completion functions are also defined in sub XText editors e.g. in 

case of Modification editor there is a function which is used for a a rule which is not present in common editor. 

The function is stated below: 

 
public void complete_left_hand_component_reference(EObject mod el, RuleCall 
ruleCall, ContentAssistContext context, ICompletion ProposalAcceptor acceptor) 

 { 
 super.complete_component_reference(model, ruleCall, cont ext, acceptor); 

List<String> cList = 
ModelicaMLContentAssist. getModifiedComponentReferenceSortedList(); 

  for (String string : cList)  
  { 
  String completionString = string; 

String displayString = 
ModelicaMLContentAssist. getDisplayCompletionString(context.getPrefix(), 
completionString); 

ICompletionProposal completionProposal = 
createCompletionProposal(completionString, displayS tring, 
ModelicaMLContentAssist. getIcon(string), context); 

   acceptor.accept(completionProposal); 
  } 

}  

6.6 ModelicaML Glue Code 

ModelicaML text editing is based on temporary resources created by a Plug-ins called ModelicaML Glue code. 

The temporary resource are created on the bases of XText editor extension e.g. in case of ModelicaML equation 

section Editor the extension is modelicamlequationsection. The automatic deletion of these resources takes 

place after the editor composite is destroyed or no more in use. Before that the code is saved e.g. in case of 

ModelicaML Equation tab the code is saved in UML body.  

6.6.1 XText Temporary Resources 

Temporary resources are created as user click on a particular behaviour and an edition area is opened. After 

using this resource it is automatically deleted. Following code snippet shows creation of temporary resource. 
 

public XtextResource createResource(String content) { 
 XtextResource result = resourceProvider .createResource(); 
 try { 

result.load( new StringInputStream(content, result.getEncoding()), 
Collections. emptyMap()); 

 } catch (Exception e) { 
 throw new RuntimeException(e); 
 } 
 return result; 

 }  
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6.6.2 XText Composites for Property View 

Glue code also contains a configuration for creating a text editor field in tabbed properties of ModelicaML, 

which is later on used for ModelicaML action code editor. A code snippet showing creation of ModelicaML 

composite show below: 

 
private void createXtextEditor(IEditorInput editorInput, Compos ite composite) 
throws Exception { 

 xtextEditorComposite  = composite; 
 xtextEditorComposite .setLayout( new FillLayout()); 
 xtextEditorComposite .setVisible( true); 
 sourceViewerHandle .getViewer().showAnnotationsOverview( true) ; 
 sourceViewerHandle .getViewer().getTextWidget().setFocus() ; 
 } 

6.6.3 Key bindings and action Support 

ModelicaML Glue code supports key bindings for code completion, focus setting cut, paste actions etc. the key 

bind snippet is give below which is used by its temporary resources. The code snippet show key binding of code 

completion for CTRL+Space keys which automatically then shows completion proposals. 

 
 if ((e. stateMask  & SWT. CTRL) != 0 && (keyCode == ' ' )) { 
  this. contentAssistant .showPossibleCompletions() ; 
  this. isIgnoreNextESC  = true ; 
 }  

6.6.4 XText Configuration Support 

ModelicaML Glue code provides document configuration for the temporary resources so that they behave the 

same as for full editors e.g. the configuration supports temporary resources with marker annotations. A code 

snippet shows configuration for those resources.  

 
 public void updatePrefix(String prefix) { 
 try { 
 IDocument document= viewer .getDocument(); 
 IRegion visibleRegion = viewer .getVisibleRegion(); 

String editablePart = document.get(visibleRegion.ge tOffset(), 
visibleRegion.getLength()); 

 int suffixOffset = visibleRegion.getOffset() + visible Region.getLength(); 
 String suffix = "" ; 
 if (document.getLength() - suffixOffset > 0) { 
 suffix = document.get(suffixOffset, document.getLe ngth() - suffixOffset);
 if ( insertLineBreaks ) { 
 String delimiter = document.getLegalLineDelimiters ()[0]; 
 suffix = suffix.substring(delimiter.length()); 
 } 
 } 
 updateModel(prefix, editablePart, suffix); 
 } catch(BadLocationException e) { 
 throw new RuntimeException(e); 
 } 

 }  

6.7 ModelicaML Tabbed Properties 

ModelicaML tabbed properties is most important Plug-ins for GUI of ModelicaML, it contains all the tabs, editor 

areas, saving textual parts, dialogs etc. to support ModelicaML action code. 
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6.7.1 Property Section Tabs and Editing Area Support 

The ModelicaML Property section contains XML configuration to show tabs and for editing support there are 

number of classes having different functionalities to support Modelica code saving for various UML behavior, 

properties etc. 

 The code snippet shows ModelicaML Property section configuration for tabs, the code is in XML as Plug-ins 

development supports XML for its GUI. 

 
 <propertyTabs  
            contributorId= "TreeOutlinePage" > 
         <propertyTab  
               category= "org.eclipse.papyrus"  

id= "org.openmodelica.modelicaml.tabbedproperties.equat ionsection.code.tab"  
            indented= "true"  
            label= "Equations" > 

      </propertyTab> 
 
The above code is for Equation tab in property tabs, for saving an action code the implementation code snippet 

is given below: 

 
private void storeText( final EObject element, final String bodyText) { 

 CompoundCommand cc = new CompoundCommand(); 
 if (element instanceof OpaqueBehavior) { 
 Command command = new RecordingCommand( editingDomain ) { 
 @Override  
 protected void doExecute() { 
 OpaqueBehaviorUtil. setBody((OpaqueBehavior) element, bodyText, LANGUAGE); 
 } 
 }; 
 cc.append(command); 
 } 
 else if (element instanceof OpaqueAction) { 
 Command command = new RecordingCommand( editingDomain ) { 
 @Override  
 protected void doExecute() { 
 OpaqueAction opaqueActionElement = (OpaqueAction) element; 
 int index = getBodyIndex(opaqueActionElement, LANGUAGE); 
 if(index == -1){ 
 opaqueActionElement.getLanguages().add( LANGUAGE); 
 opaqueActionElement.getBodies().add(bodyText); 
 } 
 else { 
 // the language was found, change the value of the language  
 opaqueActionElement.getBodies().set(index, bodyTex t); 
 } 
 } 
 }; 
 cc.append (command); 

 } 
It also implements method to for to opening editor for a particular selected 

element the method is given below 
Object input = ((IStructuredSelection) selection).g etFirstElement(); 

 if (input instanceof ModelElementItem ) { 
 EObject eObject = ((ModelElementItem)input).getEOb ject() ; 
 if ( eObject instanceof Element ) { 
 this. selectedUmlElement  = (Element)eObject; 
 isNewSelection  = true; 
 } 
 } 
 else if (input instanceof IUMLEditPart) { 
 this. selectedUmlElement  = ((IUMLEditPart)input).getUMLElement(); 
 isNewSelection  = true; 

 } 
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ModelicaML Tabbed Properties also supports error markers for UML element below is the code snippet for error 

markers. 

 
String message = "The "  + 
((NamedElement) selectedUmlElement ).eClass().getName()  
       + " '"  + 
((NamedElement) selectedUmlElement ).getName() + "' has errors in its Modelica 
code." ; 

 if ( editor .isDocumentHasErrors()) { 
 ModelicaMLMarkerSupport. generateMarker(message, "error" , 
(NamedElement) selectedUmlElement ); 

 } 
 else { 

ModelicaMLMarkerSupport. deleteMarker( message, 
(NamedElement) selectedUmlElement ); 

 }  

6.7.2 Filters Support for ModelicaML behavior 

ModelicaML Tabbed Properties supports special filers which help in selecting element then finding, then decide 

for which element which editor should appear, the element could be OpaqueBehaviour, FunctionBehavior or 

Property a typical Implementation of filer is given below: 
 

Getting Selected Element: 
if (object instanceof ModelElementItem ) { 

 element = ((ModelElementItem)object).getEObject() ; 
} 
Decide Which Editors Should Appear: 
if ( element instanceof FunctionBehavior ){ 
if((FunctionBehavior)element).getAppliedStereotype( "ModelicaML::ModelicaClassC
onstructs::Function" ) != null) {  

 return true; } 
 } 

6.7.3 XText Editors Configuration  

To Configure XText Editors in Property tabs section of ModelicaML, a technique called Google injectors is used, 

before going in to implementation details we should know what are injectors? And how they work? Injectors 

maximize reusability, testability and maintainability compared to traditional approaches such as constructors, 

factories and service locators. The process is called dependency injection and is beneficial to most non trivial 

applications. 

An injector could configure it self using XML, annotation, a DSL (Domain Specific Language), or even plain 

java code. An injector could rely on reflection or code generation. An injector that uses compile-time code 

generation may not even have its own runtime representation other injectors may not be able to generate code 

at all, neither at compile nor at runtime.  

XText is configured by using this technique which gets all the contents from XText at compile time follow is 

an implementation snippet. 
 

injector  = 
AlgorithmsectionActivator. getInstance().getInjector( "org.openmodelica.modelic
aml.editor.xtext.algorithm.Algorithmsection" ); 
 

Extension of an editor is used by ModelicaML glue code to recognize editor, it is also used in the same section as 

XText configuration as following: 
 
 fileExtension  = ".modelicamlalgorithmsection" ; 
 
These Parameters with selected UML element later on used to instantiate an editor by using constructor of main 

class of ModelicaML glue code. A code snippet is shown below to show its implementation: 
 

editor  = new PropertiesSectionXtextEditorHelper( selectedUmlElement , injector , 
null, textToEdit , fileExtension );  
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6.7.4 ModelicaML Editors Dialog Support 

ModelicaML dialogs are also completely configured in the same way as editor tabs are configured using same 

configuration have all the same facilities as an editor area use. The configuration contains injector, file extension 

and selected UML element. 

6.8 Summary 

ModelicaML contains more implementation, the most important and new implementation is shown in 

all the sections of this chapter. The typical design of ModelicaML is mostly based on UML elements, 

XText Editors; ModelicaML tabbed properties and Glue code. 
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Chapter 7  Conclusion and Future work 

This Chapter includes some suggestion which includes further enhancement in ModelicaML 

for code completion. Further work will include having OMC communication with Modelica 

models for better code completion and validation on ModelicaML Models. 
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7.1 Conclusions 

Modelica Action Code for ModelicaML Models has resulted in the development of new language Editor which 

supports many of the new features which was not present in previous versions of ModelicaML, in this project I 

have tried to overcome many of the problems which were the main requirement of the thesis. 

The main focus was given to the code completion of ModelicaML; it is now supported with code completion 

which is user friendly and really easy-to-use for the engineers who are suppose to simulate very complex 

models. While making models of complex systems e.g. Mechanical system they have to edit textual parts of UML 

Model, which was very complex for the complicated models, Users had to remember all the components 

present in all the classes of the model, also they were to remember the inherited components of the model. It is 

now very easy to edit those textual parts, due to new feature of ModelicaML for code completion. ModelicaML 

is also capable of code validation which is most important feature of most of the modern editors, It doest not 

only gives error markers on the code level but also point out in the model where exactly the error has occurred. 

Code validation was not supported in previous version of ModelicaML. 

Syntax highlighting is one of the important features of ModelicaML, ModelicaML syntax highlighting follows 

Modelica Specification 3.2Error! Reference source not found. by supporting code with different colors. These 

colors can be customized using some of the features present in it. ModelicaML has different icons for different 

type of components which help user to differentiate between different components of same class. 

7.2 Future Work 

7.2.1 What is Open Modelica Compiler 

Before going in to details for communication between ModelicaML and OMC the concept of OMC should be 

understood. OMC is an advanced interactive Open Modelica Compiler; it compiles Modelica code to C for 

Simulation. It also provides API to query the loaded Modelica code. In ModelicaML case generated Modelica 

code is from ModelicaML Models. OMC contains commands used in command lines for CORBA calls. 

Below is a figure explaining complete structure of OMC, which is enough to understand its functionality. 

 

 
Figure 7-1: OMC Structure Error! Reference source not found. 

7.2.2 Strong Communication between ModelicaML and OMC 

In order to enable a scalable ModelicaML approach it is recommended to implement an integrated environment 

that facilitates a tight communication between ModelicaML modeling tool and OMC. OMC shall be used for 

incremental syntax and semantic analysis of ModelicaML model or model parts. This will require a model 
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translation by either using existing OMC API functions or by building manipulating the OMC abstract syntax by 

using OMC java interface. 

For Modelica Action Code support this should be possible in following ways: 

• Syntax of the edited code shall be checked using OMC 

• Variable selection for code completion shall be retrieved from OMC 

• Type- Checking shall be done by using OMC. 

 

For enhancement in ModelicaML for OMC there is a need to analyze when to generate code and when to 

listen change on model elements. 

7.2.3 API Function to Un-parse the Annotated Modelica Action Code 

Modelica action code shall be supported with API functions to un-parse the annotated Modelica action code. 

This API function will be used by ModelicaML code generator to generate concrete syntax Modelica code. The 

code generator will always prefer the pure text-code stored inside the bodies of UML Behaviour. This way the 

user can always put Modelica code as text as a back-fall solution 

7.2.4 Refactoring of Variables 

Modelica Action Code support shall store the last-remembered name of the variable in order to support 

refactoring in case the variables are not available in model anymore. There is a need that for deleted variables 

or components from ModelicaML models there should be mark to indicate that these variables cannot be found. 

So that the user shall be able to replace the missing variables by creating new references 

7.2.5 Overview of OMC and ModelicaML Communication 

There should be two options for Code ModelicaML models either they should use OMC or the current available 

configuration which contains XText communication. 
 

ModelicaML Model

Modelica Code Editor

Syntax Highlighting

OMC

 
Figure 7-2: Recommended Model for OMC-ModelicaML Communication 

Loaded ModelicaML Model 

CORBA calls for code 
completion and Type Checking 
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7.3 Summary 

ModelicaML need more work to have a standardized mature level. The OMC communication is one of the 

enhancements which can lead it to work with absolute and concrete type checking and code completion 

proposal for Action Code. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
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